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Abstract—Analog-to-digital converter (ADC)-based multi-Gb/s
serial link receivers have gained increasing attention in the backplane community due to the desire for higher I/O throughput,
ease of design portability, and flexibility. However, the power
dissipation in such receivers is dominated by the ADC. ADCs in
serial links employ signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR)
and effective-number-of-bit (ENOB) as performance metrics as
these are the standard for generic ADC design. This paper studies
the use of information-based metrics such as bit-error-rate (BER)
to design a BER-optimal ADC (BOA) for serial links. Channel
parameters such as the m-clustering value and the threshold nonuniformity metric ht are introduced and employed to quantify
the BER improvement achieved by a BOA over a conventional
uniform ADC (CUA) in a receiver. Analytical expressions for BER
improvement are derived and validated through simulations. A
prototype BOA is designed, fabricated and tested in a 1.2 V,
90 nm LP CMOS process to verify the results of this study.
BOA’s variable-threshold and variable-resolution configurations
are implemented via an 8-bit single-core, multiple-output passive
digital-to-analog converter (DAC), which incurs an additional
power overhead of < 0.1% (approximately 50 µW ). Measurement
results show examples in which the BER achieved by the 3-bit
BOA receiver is lower by a factor of 109 and 1010 , as compared
to the 4-bit and 3-bit CUA receivers, respectively, at a data rate
of 4-Gb/s and a transmitted signal amplitude of 180 mVppd.
Index Terms—analog-to-digital converter, bit-error-rate, serial
links, energy efficiency, mixed-signal

I. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of analog-to-digital converter (ADC)-based
multi-Gb/s serial link receivers [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] has
enabled the application of digital signal processing (DSP)
techniques to recover data under severe channel impairments
such as channel loss, reflection, and crosstalk while being
constrained by a stringent power budget. This paper studies
the effectiveness of employing information-based metrics such
as the link bit-error-rate (BER) in reducing the energy consumption of serial link components such as the ADC, which
tends to be the most power hungry block, e.g., the ADC
itself (excluding the clock buffer) consumes 41% of the total
receiver power in [4].
In conventional serial links (see Fig. 1(a)), the ADC is
designed to be a transparent conduit of the input analog
waveform xc (t). In such ADCs, the quantization thresholds t
t r
are set uniformly within their
full scale range (FSR). We refer
)
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Figure 1. Role of an ADC in a serial link: (a) block diagram of a serial link,
and (b) idealized model for the ADC in (a).

[7], where σx2 is the average signal power at the ADC input and
Vmax is the maximum input amplitude. The SQNR is a signal
fidelity metric as it measures the average squared difference
between the ADCs sampled input xc (nT ) and its quantized
output x[n]. Other signal fidelity based metrics such as signalto-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR) or effective-number-ofbits (ENOB) are also employed. Such fidelity-based metrics
impose overly stringent specifications on the ADC because
they ignore the true role of the ADC in a communication
link, which is to preserve the information content in the
input signal xc (t) in order to recover the transmitted data
reliably. One direct consequence of employing fidelity-based
metrics is that the ADC needs more resolution Bx than
needed. In such ADCs, a single bit reduction in Bx can result
in significant power savings. For example, in flash ADCs,
the area, power consumption, and input capacitance increase
exponentially with Bx . These result in large preamplifier
bandwidth and multiple stages of latches which exacerbate
the ADC power consumption problem [8], [9]. Therefore, the
design of low-power and high-speed ADCs in serial links is
a major challenge, which has drawn great interest from both
industry and academia.
This paper investigates the use of the link BER for designing
a BER-optimal ADC (BOA) in serial links. Past work on BERoptimal link components includes [10], in which an adaptive
minimum BER (AMBER) algorithm is proposed to adapt
the equalizer coefficients. It was shown that minimum-BER
equalizers outperform conventional minimum mean square
error (MMSE) equalizers over a wide variety of channels
especially when the BER lies in a regime of rapid descent
with the number of equalizer coefficients. Chen, et al. [11]
demonstrated the benefits of adapting the transmit and receive
equalizer coefficients, and the sampling phase of the clockdata-recovery (CDR), to minimize the BER in serial links via
the design of a prototype IC in 65 nm CMOS for a 6.25 Gb/s
serial link. In [12], [13], an algorithm to determine the BOA
representation levels was proposed. The ADC shaping gain
SG(pe , Bu , Bo ) defined below, was employed to quantify the
benefits of BER optimality
SG(pe , Bu , Bo ) = SN Ru (pe , Bu ) − SN Ro (pe , Bo ), (1)
where SN Ru (pe , Bu ) and SN Ro (pe , Bo ) are the signal-tonoise ratios (SNRs) needed by a CUA and a BOA, respectively, to achieve a BER equal to pe with identical receiver
processing, and Bu and Bo are the resolutions of the CUA
and the BOA, respectively. This metric quantifies the reduction
in the channel SNR necessary in order to achieve a given
BER pe due to the use of a BOA. The ADC shaping gain is
analogous to a coding gain when evaluating links with error
control coding. It was shown in [12], [13] that SG(10−12 , 3, 3)
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ranged from 2.5 dB to more than 30 dB for highly dispersive
channels. We note that a BOA employs representation levels
that are dependent on signal statistics and BER, and hence
are typically non-uniformly spaced within the FSR of the
ADC. The work in [12], [13] also showed that the nonuniform BOA representation levels are significantly different
from and superior to the non-uniform (also signal statisticsdependent) representation levels obtained from the well-known
Lloyd-Max (LM) quantization algorithm [14], [15]. This is
because the LM algorithm minimizes the SQNR, which is
also a fidelity metric. In [16], it was shown that BOA can relax
the component specifications of ADCs. In particular, BOA can
achieve the same or even better BER while it has less stringent
metastability and preamplifiler bandwidth requirements on the
ADC comparators.
A power optimized ADC-based 10 Gb/s serial link receiver in 65 nm CMOS was designed in [4] using a lowgain analog and mixed-mode pre-equalizer in conjunction with
non-uniform representation levels for the ADC. The work
in [4], [17] proposes to merge slicers whose thresholds are
similar into one for loop-unrolled decision feedback equalizers
(DFEs) and adjusts a pseudo-BER metric (voltage margin) to
minimize BER, which in effect emulates a BOA followed
by a DFE. However, this technique is applicable only to
loop-unrolled DFEs, and has to rely on a continuous-time
linear equalizer to cancel the precursor ISI. In contrast, our
solution employs the true system BER to adjust the ADC
thresholds, and is applicable to ADC-based receivers with
different equalizer designs. Second, as mentioned in [17], their
procedure to determine the optimal threshold placement is
not suitable for online calibration. In contrast, our solution
employs a standard gradient descent algorithm to compute the
thresholds iteratively, and is able to adapt the ADC thresholds
online. More recently, Son, et al. [18] proposed a power
efficient equalizing receiver front-end that includes a two-step
adaptive BER-minimizing equalizer algorithm. These works
demonstrate that the use of information-based metrics such as
the BER are indeed quite effective in reducing link component
power in serial links.
In [13], BOA benefits under various channels, modulation
and equalization techniques were studied and presented. This
work augments the results presented in [13] with the following
three new contributions. First, we study, through analysis and
simulations, the benefits of the BOA over the CUA in a serial
link receiver. In particular, we propose two channel-dependent
parameters to quantify these benefits: 1) m-clustering value,
and 2) the threshold non-uniformity metric ht . Furthermore,
we show that the BER improvement is greater than 106 when
m ≥ 5 and ht ≤ 0.8 for a family of channels. Second, we
present the design of a 4 GS/s, 4-bit BOA IC in a 90 nm
CMOS process that includes a single-core, multiple-output
passive DAC to enable a variable-threshold and variableresolution ADC configuration and verify the aforementioned
analysis. Measured results demonstrate that a 3-bit BOA has
lower SNR requirement than a 4-bit CUA, thereby supporting
the claims in [12], [13], [16] in the presence of non-idealities,
such as finite sampling bandwidth and metastability. In the
process, we demonstrate conclusively that ENOB is not the
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best metric when designing ADCs for serial links. Third,
we propose architectures to implement the gradient descent
algorithm in [12], [13] which is employed to compute the
representation levels iteratively. In particular, architectures for
the quantization level update unit (QL-UD) and the individual
representation level update (RL-UD) block are proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the theory behind the BOA. Section III discusses how
to maximize the benefits of a BOA receiver over a CUA
receiver. In Section IV, the design of a 4 GS/s, 4-bit BOA
IC in a 90 nm CMOS process is described. Both stand-alone
ADC and link measurement results are summarized in Section
V, and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. BOA REVIEW
In this section, the concept of the BOA is reviewed. Figure 1(a) depicts a typical ADC-based serial link, where the
ADC is followed by an equalizer prior to detection. When
considering an equivalent discrete-time, symbol-spaced, timeinvariant channel corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), and 2-PAM modulation, the channel output at time
n is given by
PL−1
xc [n] = xc (nT ) = i=0 h[i]b[n − i] + v[n],
where b[n] ∈ {±1} is the transmitted sequence, h[n] is
the equivalent discrete time channel impulse response (see
Fig. 2 for an example) with memory L, and v[n] is AWGN
with variance σv2 . At the receiver, the processor estimates the
transmitted symbols from quantized channel outputs through
the ADC. A subsequent slicer determines the transmitted bit.
A subsequent slicer determines the transmitted bit. Figure
2 shows an example of the channel response h for a 20”
backplane channel carrying 10 Gb/s data [19].
A. Comparison Metric
Comparison of a BOA and a CUA requires an appropriate
metric to be defined. The ADC shaping gain SG(pe , Bu , Bo )
in (1) is one such metric. In applications where it is difficult
to measure the underlying circuit and environmental noise,
however it is easy to maintain consistent operational conditions
between two experiments, comparing the ratio of the resulting
bit-error-rates, or "BER ratio" may be of interest. Similarly,
when two systems are being compared, and only one of the two
experiences an exponential decay in BER with SNR as shown
in Fig. 3(e), it may not be possible to measure a "shaping
gain" in SNR (i.e. the additional SNR required to achieve the
same BER) given a target BER, however at a given SNR, the
ratio of the measured BERs may be readily measurable. Once
again, the BER ratio becomes a quantity of interest. In our
application, the resolution of the ADC may be insufficient
to reach the so-called "waterfall" regime of the BER, (i.e.
0.2
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Figure 2. Channel response h = [0.0949, 0.2539, 0.1552, 0.0793, 0.0435,
0.0356, 0.0220] with L = 7 of a 20” backplane channel carrying 10 Gb/s
data [19].
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where BER falls off exponentially with SNR), we will use this
BER ratio as a metric of comparison. We recognize that this
metric may be more susceptible to measurement sensitivities,
since we are comparing quantities that may differ by orders
of magnitude, however we proceed with this metric for the
above mentioned reasons. Therefore, in this paper we employ
the BER ratio (BERR) defined as:
(SN R,Bu )
,
BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) = ppeu
eo (SN R,Bo )
where peu (SN R, Bu ) and peo (SN R, Bo ) are the BERs
achieved by a Bu -bit CUA and a Bo -bit BOA with identical
receiver
and channel SNR given by SN R =
PL−1 processing
2
2
i=0 |h[i]| /σv .
B. An Illustrative Example
A BOA [12] exploits signal statistics to maximize the
probability of correctly detecting the transmitted bits. To
provide insight into the operation of a BOA, we consider an
ADC followed by a memoryless symbol-by-symbol maximum
likelihood (ML) detector (ADC-ML) receiver, as shown in
Fig. 3(a) and provide an example to illustrate the point.
First, we define the set of quantization thresholds for the
CUA and the BOA.
t
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Definition 1. The vectors tu = [tu,1 , tu,2 , · · · , tu,M ], r u =
[ru,1 , ru,2 , · · · , ru,M +1 ], and the set I u = {Iu,1 , Iu,2 , · · · ,
Iu,M +1 } are the thresholds, output representation levels, and
interval set of a log2 (M + 1)-bit CUA, where Iu,1 =
(−∞, tu,1 ], Iu,k = [tu,k−1 , tu,k ] for k = 2, · · · , M , Iu,M +1 =
[tu,M , +∞), and the CUA output x[n] = ru,k if xc (nT ) ∈
Iu,k for k = 1, · · · , M + 1. Similarly, the vectors to =
[to,1 , to,2 , · · · , to,N ], r o = [ro,1 , ro,2 , · · · , ro,N +1 ], and the
set I o = {Io,1 , Io,2 , · · · , Io,N +1 } are the thresholds, output
representation levels, and interval set of a log2 (N + 1)-bit
BOA, where Io,1 = (−∞, to,1 ], Io,k = [to,k−1 , to,k ] for
k = 2, · · · , N , Io,N +1 = [to,N , +∞), and the BOA output
x[n] = ro,k if xc (nT ) ∈ Io,k for k = 1, · · · , N + 1.
Consider a 4-tap channel with impulse response
h = [0.08, 0.07, 0.1, 0.04]. The conditional probability
density functions (pdfs) P (xc [n]|b[n]
=
−1) and
P (xc [n]|b[n] = +1) corresponding to the marginal pdf
of the channel output conditioned on the bit b[n] being
either −1 or +1 at time n, are illustrated in Fig. 3(b) and
Fig. 3(c), respectively. In a CUA, the thresholds are set
uniformly within the ADC’s FSR. Assuming that the FSR is
[−0.3, +0.3], a 4-bit CUA will have its thresholds at tu =
[±0.26005, ±0.2290, ±0.18575, ±0.14875, ±0.1145, ±0.0743,
±0.03715, 0] (Fig. 3(d)). In contrast, the thresholds in a BOA
are positioned at the crossover points of the two conditional
pdfs. For this example, the BOA’s thresholds are found to
be to = [±0.11, ±0.08, ±0.03, 0] (see Fig. 3(d)) as there
are 7 crossover points. Thus, the BOA illustrated here is
a 3-bit ADC. Figure 3(e) shows that the BOA achieves
a 1 bit reduction in the ADC resolution while achieving
BERR(40, 4, 3) ≈ 108 and SG(10−3 , 4, 3) ≈ 8 dB.
In order to compute to , we need the following definition of
noise-free channel outputs:
Definition 2. The µ-set of a channel h = [h0 , h1 , · · · , hL−1 ]
is an ordered set defined as µ = {µ+ ∪ µ− }, where both
2L−1
2L−1
µ+ = {µ+
and µ− = {µ−
are ordered sets
l }l=1
l }l=1
of noise-free channel outputs conditioned on the transmitted
symbol b[n] taking the value +1 and −1, respectively. The µ,
µ+ and µ− sets have elements in ascending order.
In general, the N thresholds of a BOA for an ADC-ML
receiver can be obtained [12] as the N solutions for the
unknowns {to,i } (i = 1, · · · , N ) to the following equation:
L−1
2X
−L+1
2
N (to,i ; µ+
l , σn )
l=1

10

BER

BERR(SNR, 4, 3)
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Figure 3. An illustrative example: (a) the block diagram of an ADC-ML
receiver, (b) the conditional pdf of the channel output given b[n] = −1,
(c) the conditional pdf of the channel output given b[n] = +1, (d) BOA’s
quantization thresholds (inverted triangles in yellow) and uniform quantization
thresholds (dashed lines in red) for channel h = [0.08, 0.07, 0.1, 0.04] when
SN R = 36 dB, and (e) the simulated BERR(SN R, 4, 3), peo (SN R, 3)
and peu (SN R, 4) versus SN R plot.

L−1
2X

N (to,i ; µ−
l , σn ), (i = 1, · · · , N )

l=1

where N (x; µ, σn ) = √

1
e
2
2πσn

−(x−µ)2
2
2σn

(2)

, N ≤ 2L − 1, µ+
l

L−1
and µ−
) are the 2L−1 noise-free channel
l (1 ≤ l ≤ 2
outputs (see Definition 2). In the example shown in Fig. 3,
8
h = [0.08, 0.07, 0.1, 0.04], L = 4, {µ+
l }l=1 = {−0.09
8
, −0.01, 0.05, 0.07, 0.13, 0.15, 0.21, 0.29} and {µ−
=
l }l=1
{−0.29, −0.21, −0.15, −0.13, −0.07, −0.05, 0.01, 0.09}.

C. BOA with a Linear Equalizer (LE)
Consider a BOA followed by a K-tap linear equalizer (LE)
with taps w = [w0 , w1 , . . . , wK−1 ], such that the equalizer
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PK−1
output yeq [n] = k=0 wk x[n − k]. In a BOA, the representation levels r o = {ro,1 , ro,2 , ..., ro,N +1 } and the thresholds to
are chosen to minimize the link BER. Obtaining a closed form
expression for the BOA’s representation levels in the presence
of channel ISI and a LE is in general intractable. Therefore,
the gradient descent algorithm [12] is employed to compute
the representation levels iteratively as follows:
BER = f (h, r o , to , w, σn )
∆BER = f (h, ro + 4ro , to + 4to , w, σn )
− f (h, ro , to ,w, σn ), (3)

∂BER
r o [j] = r o [j − 1] + µ
∂r o
|

 ro =ro [j−1]
∆BER
,
(4)
≈ r o [j − 1] + µ
∆r o
|r =r [j−1]


o

o

where it is assumed that BER = f (h, ro , to , w, σn ) is
known, and r o [j] = {ro,1 [j], ro,2 [j], · · · , ro,N +1 [j]} are the
ADC representation levels in the j th iteration of the gradient
search. The thresholds in the j th iteration are obtained as
follows:
ro,i [j] + ro,i+1 [j]
to,i [j] =
, i = 1, · · · , N .
(5)
2
The BOA’s representation levels adaptation algorithm is as
follows. First, the ADC parameters r o and to are initialized.
Then, the gradient vector is estimated by computing finite differences based on (4). The next step is to update to using (5).
The last two steps are repeated until the BER converges, i.e.,
when the difference in the BER between adjacent iterations is
less than a prespecified value.
III. ACHIEVABLE BER IMPROVEMENT VIA BOA
In this section, we study through analysis and simulations
how to maximize the benefits of the BOA over the CUA. Note:
a BOA receiver always achieves the same if not better BER
as compared to a CUA receiver, given the same number of
bits, channel and noise power, because a CUA is a special
case of the BOA. An important question to ask is under
what conditions are the benefits offered by a BOA over a
CUA substantial. Specifically, we wish to determine channel
conditions under which BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) is say at least
10×. BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) is empirically observed to depend strongly on the difference between the CUA’s and the
BOA’s thresholds, the number of adjacent noise-free channel
outputs with opposing signs, channel SNR and the ADC
resolution. We therefore discuss the relationship between these
factors on BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ). We restrict our analysis to
channels with memory L < 7 in order to enable the derivation
of useful insights analytically. Note that the performance of
BOA for channels with large memory L > 7 has been studied
in [13].
In this section, for tractability of analysis, we assume that
the ADC (BOA or CUA) is followed by a memoryless symbolby-symbol ML decoder and that BPSK signaling is used over
a known channel with impulse response h. Thus, dropping
the time index ’n’, and employing the notation Xc and Xu to
represent the random variables (RVs) corresponding to xc (nT )
and x[n], respectively, for a CUA, we have:
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P (Xu = ru,k |b) = P (Xc ∈ Iu,k |b), (k = 1, · · · , M + 1)
where Xu ∈ {ru,1 , ru,2 , · · · , ru,M +1 }, ru,k is the k th CUA
representation level (see Definition 1). Then, the memoryless
ML decision rule for
( a CUA is given by:
P (Xu |b=+1)
+1, if P
(Xu |b=−1) > 1
.
b̂ =
−1, otherwise
Similarly, let Xo be the RV corresponding to x[n] for a BOA.
Then,
P (Xo = ro,k |b) = P (Xc ∈ Io,k |b), (k = 1, · · · , N + 1)
where Xo ∈ {ro,1 , ro,2 , · · · , ro,N +1 } and ro,k is the k th BOA
representation level (see Definition 1). Then, the memoryless
ML decision rule for
( a BOA is given by:
P (Xo |b=+1)
+1, if P
(Xo |b=−1) > 1
b̂ =
.
−1, otherwise
A. BERR Expression
We wish to analytically predict BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo )
given its arguments and the channel h. Such analysis will
eliminate the need for expensive Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. Furthermore, conditions under which a BOA can offer
a BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) of 10r can be derived.
First, the following definitions are provided.
Definition 3. A channel h is said to be m-clustered if there are
m transitions (µ-transitions) in its µ-set, where a µ-transition
occurs when an element of the µ+ set is followed by an
element of the µ− set or vice versa. Note: m > 0 and takes
odd values only, and m > N at low SNR scenario while
m = N at high SNR scenario.
Definition 4. The threshold non-uniformity metric ht of a
log2 (N + 1)-bit BOA is a measure of the difference between
to and tu , and is defined as:
(N +1)/2
X
−1
ht =
log2 ( N2+1 ) i=2




to,i − to,i−1
to,i − to,i−1
log2
ymax
ymax


#

to,1 + ymax
to,1 + ymax
+
log2
(6)
ymax
ymax
where [−ymax , ymax ] is the ADC FSR, and only the nonpositive BOA thresholds are used since the BOA’s thresholds
are symmetric about the origin. Note: 0 ≤ ht ≤ 1, and the
larger the value of ht the closer are the BOA’s thresholds to
those of the CUA.
Figure 4(a) shows an example when m = 3 for a 4-tap
channel (thus there are 24 = 16 elements in µ), and Fig.
4(b) illustrates two examples when ht = 0.7564 and ht = 1,
respectively. Algorithm 1 can be employed to obtain m and
ht for a specific channel.
Definition 5. Let d∗o,k = min(|to,k − µ|) be the minimum
µ∈µ

distance of the k th BOA threshold to,k (k = 1, · · · , N ) to the
nearest noise-free channel output µ. Then, the minimum BOA
distance do,min = min (d∗o,k ).
1≤k≤N

Definition 6. Each of the (M + 1) intervals Iu,k with k =
1, · · · , M + 1, in a CUA has a dominant noise-free channel
output µ∗k given by,
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Definition 7. Let d∗u,k = −min(µ∗k − tu,k−1 , tu,k − µ∗k ) be
the minimum distance of the k th CUA’s dominant noise-free
channel output µ∗k from the boundaries of the k th interval Iu,k .
Then, the minimum CUA distance du,min =
min (d∗u,k ).
1≤k≤(M +1)
Figure 5 shows an example of the marginal pdf of the
channel output, illustrating the corresponding d∗o,k , µ∗k and
d∗u,k .
In the appendix, we show that BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) is
given by:
BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo )

2
d2
o,min −du,min


do,min
2
2σn

e
, if du,min > 0


 2du,min
d2
o,min
≈ p π do,min e 2σn2 ,
(7)
if du,min < 0 .

2 σn

2

d

o,min

p π do,min e 2σn2 ,
if du,min = 0
8 σn
Equation (7) indicates that BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) increases with d2o,min or (d2o,min − d2u,min ). Furthermore,
BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) can be predicted given the channel h
(thus µ− , µ+ , d2o,min and d2u,min ) and SN R.
MC simulations of link BER were run with 108 (for
SN R ≤ 36 dB) or 1012 (for SN R > 36 dB) samples
and for SNR ranging from 18 dB to 40 dB for channels
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to obtain m-clustered value and ht
for an ADC-ML receiver.
1. Initialize the channel h and the SN R, calculate noise
variance σv2 based on h and the SN R.
2L−1
2. Define the main cursor of h, calculate µ+ ={µ+
i }l=1 and
L−1
−
2
µ− ={µ
S i }l=1 , respectively, and obtain the ordered set µ =
{µ+ µ− }.
3. Count the number of transitions in µ, which is the mclustered value.
4. Obtain t0 using equation (2).
5. Calculate ht using equation (6).

(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Comparison between BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) from MC simulation
(BERRsim ), and BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) estimated using (7) (BERR(7) )
for channels (a) h = [0.09, 0.1, 0.08, −0.05] when Bu = 6 and Bo = 3,
and (b) h = [0.08, 0.07, 0.1, 0.04] when Bu = 4 and Bo = 3, respectively.

h = [0.09, 0.1, 0.08, −0.05] and h = [0.08, 0.07, 0.1, 0.04],
respectively. Figure 6 indicates that the analytical expressions
(10) and (13) can predict the results of the MC simulations
to within an order-of-magnitude, and thus can be employed
to estimate the peo and peu . Furthermore, as expected, the
expressions (10) and (13) become more accurate at high SNRs.
Finally, it can be seen in Fig. 6 that 3-bit BOA achieves a
shaping gain of 2 dB (8 dB) over a 6-bit (4-bit) CUA at a
BER of 10−5 (10−3 ). Figure 7 shows that BERR can also
be predicted via (7) to within an order-of-magnitude of MC
simulations, and that it increases with SNR.
B. BER Improvement vs. Channel ISI
This subsection presents an empirical study of BERR as
a function of channel ISI. In the rest of this subsection,
we consider the special case of log2 (m + 1)-bit BOA and
CUA, i.e., Bu = Bo = log2 (m + 1). Specifically, we
study the relationship between BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) and mcluster and ht , for a set of 4-tap channels h = [1, a1 , a2 , a3 ]
(ai = 0.1 : 0.1 : 0.9, i = 1, 2, 3) using an ADCML receiver. The corresponding results are shown in Fig.
8, where BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) is calculated using BER
expressions (10) and (13) when SN R = 38 dB. Note: the
results when pe,u > 10−1 , which occurs because m = 1 or
the channel ISI is too large for the given SNR, are removed
in Fig. 8 for better illustration. The BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo )
and ht for the channel (under which the measured results
are shown in Fig. 18) is also shown in Fig. 8, which has
log2 (m + 1) = 2.6 ≈ 3 and ht ≈ 0.46. Figure 8 indicates that
smaller ht and larger m combinations are likely to result in
larger BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ). Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows that
BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) > 106 , when m ≥ 5 and ht ≤ 0.8.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the overall BER-minimizing ADC-based receiver. The ADC IC is
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ADC chip

C. BER Improvement vs. Number of Bits Bx in the ADC
In this subsection, we claim that for any given realization
of the type considered in this section, there exists an optimal
ADC resolution in the sense that it achieves the maximum
of the function BERR(SN R, Bx , Bx ). To see this, note
that pe,u decreases with Bx , which is a consequence of
peu (SN R, Bx + 1) being defined through a maximization
over the set of decision regions that includes those used
to achieve peu (SN R, Bx ) as a subset. Except on a set of
measure zero (for which peu (SN R, Bx ) = peo (SN R, Bx )),
peu (SN R, Bx + 1) < peu (SN R, Bx ), for all Bx . On the
other hand, we note that peo decreases with Bx for Bx <
log2 (N + 1), following the same reasoning. However, once
Bx = log2 (N + 1), further increases in Bx provide no
additional improvement in peo (for the memoryless symbolby-symbol detector used in this analysis). As a result, the
ratio BERR(SN R, Bx , Bx ) will monotonically decrease for
Bx > log2 (N +1). Hence, it must achieve a maximal value for
one (or more) Bx ≤ log2 (N +1). The BERR(SN R, Bx , Bx )
versus Bx plot in Fig. 9(a) shows that BERR(36 dB, Bx , Bx )
is maximized when Bx = 3.
The intuition gained from the analysis of the ADC-ML
receiver holds for the ADC-LE receivers. This is confirmed by
the simulated BERR(SN R, Bx , Bx ) versus Bx plot shown
in Fig. 9(b), which is obtained for a FR4 channel at 10 Gb/s in
Fig. 2, when SN R = 36 dB. Fig. 9(b) shows, under the given
condition, Bx = 3 maximizes the BERR(SN R, Bx , Bx ).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF BOA RECEIVER
In this section, a prototype IC implementation of BOA
receiver is described. Figure 10 shows the block diagram of
the receiver, which consists of a BOA chip and an Altera
FPGA board. The FPGA board implements the back-end DSP
10

6

1015

10

4

1010

10

2

10

15

10

5

10

0

2

0

33

44
B
Bxx
(bits)

5

10

2

3

4
B(bits)
xx

5

(a)
(b)
Figure 9. BERR(SN R, Bx , Bx ) vs. Bx of (a) an ADC-ML receiver, when
the channel impulse response is h = [0.09, 0.1, 0.08, 0.04] and SN R =
36 dB, and (b) an ADC-LE receiver, when the channel impulse response is
equal to the FR-4 channel (see Fig. 2) and SN R = 36 dB.

8-bit
DAC

Comparator array
Thermometer-toBinary encoder

Register
bank

Storage capacitor

Figure 8. BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo ) vs. ht , where Bu = Bo = log2 (m + 1),
for channels h = [1, a1 , a2 , a3 ] (ai = 0.1 : 0.1 : 0.9, i = 1, 2, 3) using
an ADC-ML receiver when SN R = 38 dB. The value of ht and measured
BERR(SN R, 4, 3) for a FR4 channel using an ADC-LE receiver (described
in section V) are also shown.

Clock
distributor

Figure 11. Block diagram of the BOA chip.

blocks. The ADC chip includes a reconfigurable 4-bit 4 GS/s
flash ADC and an 8-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The
8-bit DAC enables variable-threshold and variable-resolution
ADC configurations, so that the performance of a CUA
receiver can be compared with that of the BOA receiver.
The back-end DSP block includes a LE and QL-UD. In the
BOA receiver, the ADC quantizes the channel outputs and
provides these into the back-end DSP block, which implements
an adaptive LE. Once the equalizer coefficients converge, the
quantization levels ro that minimize link BER are obtained
using gradient descent search algorithm. The updated quantization thresholds to are then fed back into the ADC chip.
1
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A. ADC Full-chip Block Diagram
The ADC chip consists of an 8-bit DAC, storage capacitor
array, and a 4-bit flash ADC, as illustrated in Fig. 11. In a
conventional flash ADC, the threshold voltages are generated
by a resistor ladder. A BOA, however, requires variable
thresholds; thus, a DAC is employed for threshold generation.
System analysis shows that an 8-bit DAC is required to ensure
that the 3-bit BOA receiver can achieve similar or better BER
performance compared to a 4-bit CUA receiver. In principle,
30 DACs are needed for 4-bit ADC threshold generation. To
minimize power and area overhead, a single-core, multipleoutput passive DAC, which is an extension of the single-core
single-output passive DAC presented in [20], is proposed to
generate the variable threshold voltages. The threshold voltage
generator has a power overhead of 10% (∼ 50 µW) compared
to a fixed resistor string for a CUA.
Figure 12 illustrates the operation of the 8-bit DAC. A
single voltage threshold update occurs over two phases of nonoverlapping clocks φ1 and φ2 . In phase I (φ1 = 1,φ2 = 0), the
4 MSBs of the 8-bit DAC input selects a 4-bit section of the
resistor ladder to charge the 4-bit unit capacitor (Cu ) array.
In phase II (φ1 = 0, φ2 = 1), Cu and Cref are connected
together. The resulting charge sharing shifts the threshold
voltage toward the desired value. The nominal, post-layout
extracted operating frequency of the DAC core is 12 MHz,
resulting in an update frequency per Cref of 375 kHz. This is
more than sufficient to compensate for leakage. The 8-bit DAC
updates the thresholds of the comparator array sequentially.

VREFH
𝜙1
𝑅𝑢 (16 − 𝑀)

𝜙2

LOAD[0]
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓0

𝐶𝑢 𝑁
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𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓29
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VREFL

Preamplifier

𝜙1
𝜙2

LOAD[1]

VIN, P
VREF, P

1 update cycle

VB

(a)
(b)
Figure 12. The 8-bit single-core multiple-output DAC: (a) circuit schematic,
and (b) timing diagram.
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CLKB
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MN1
MN5
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MB
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where I[n] is the bit error indicator function. Figure 13 is
the block diagram of the quantization level update unit and
the individual RL-UD block, which update each quantization
level based on the current ADC output, equalizer estimation
error, and equalizer coefficients. The architecture of the update
unit for each representation level ro,i is shown in Fig. 13(b). A
total of 2Bo such units are needed to update the representation
levels ro . The total number of gates and power consumption of
the QL-UD unit are estimated to be about 90K (NAND gates
equivalent) and 12.3 mW, respectively. This power accounts
for about 44% of the total power of the back-end DSP, and
is expected to reduce with technology scaling. Note: the QLUD unit can be turned off once BOA representation levels are
obtained.
C. Comparator Design
The comparator consists of a preamplifier and 3 cascaded
latches, and Fig. 14 illustrates the schematics of the preamplifier and latches. The preamplifier subtracts the analog input
from the threshold and provides polarity of the comparison
result. The cascaded latches amplify the preamplifier output
to reduce the occurrence of meta-stability. The preamplifier
design is shown in Fig. 14, which is widely employed for highspeed ADCs [7], [8]. The first latch is a current mode latch
[7], which is composed of an input differential pair (M1 , M2 )
and a cross-coupled regenerative latch pair (M3 , M4 ) sharing
the same resistive load, RD . When CLK is high, the circuit is
in tracking mode with low gain and large bandwidth. When
the CLK is low, the circuit shifts to the regenerative mode, and
the sampled signal from the tracking mode is amplified and
delivered to the next stage. The second and third latches do
not consume static power once they fully regenerate, and are
referred to as dynamic latches [22], [23]. In this design, only
the first latch uses a current mode latch because it is the most
critical to guarantee accurate comparison results. For example,
if the first latch does not have a large enough bandwidth to
follow the updated polarity of the preamplifier output, the
comparator may generate an incorrect output, regardless of
how well the following latches perform. It should be noted
that the cascaded latches operate in a pipelined manner for
speed consideration. In particular, when the preceding latch is
working in a tracking mode, the subsequent latch is working
in regeneration mode, and vice versa.

comp

>>1

D

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. Architectures of: (a) the QL-UD unit, and (b) the ith RL-UD
unit.
1

1

M3

M2

MP2
MN3

The LMS update can be further modified to the AMBER
algorithm [10]:
P
ro,i [n + 1] = ro,i [n] + µr I[n]sgn(e[n]) k:xr [n−k]=ro,i w[k],

D

comp

M2

M1

VOUT, N

of the quantization levels is obtained by approximating the
gradient of the MSE by its instantaneous value,
P
ro,i [n + 1] = ro,i [n] + µr e[n] k:xr [n−k]=ro,i w[k].

RL-UDN
comp

M1

VOUT, P

VOUT, N
VIN, P

VIN, N

MP1

Figure 14. Schematics of the preamplifier and latches.

B. Back-end DSP in the FPGA
The back-end DSP units are implemented in an Altera
Transceiver Signal Integrity Development FPGA board [21],
in which the DSP units operate at a frequency of 100 MHz.
Thus, 40 parallel channels are used to handle the 4 Gb/s
outputs from the ADC chip. As shown in Fig. 10, the backend DSP block consists of an encoder (ENC), data synchronization unit (Data Sync), LE, and QL-UD. The binary
encoder converts the ADC output x[n] into two’s complement
number representation xr [n], while the data synchronization
unit provides the start position of the pseudorandom binary
sequence (PRBS). A 3-tap LMS adaptive equalizer is designed
to compensate for channel ISI, while the QL-UD unit adjusts
the ADC quantization thresholds to and representation levels
ro to achieve the minimum BER. As other blocks are standard
DSP functional blocks, we focus on the implementation of
the QL-UD unit. The equalizer computes an estimate of the
transmitted symbol b[n − ∆] based on the encoder output
[xr [n], . . . , xr [n − M + 1]]T as:
PM −1
b̂[n − 4] = k=0 w[k]xr [n − k].
The estimation error e[n] = b[n − ∆] − b̂[n − 4] is used
to adjust the equalizer coefficients w. Once w converges, e[n]
can be used to update the ADC representation levels. Fixing
the quantization thresholds to , the optimal representation
levels ro that minimize the MSE between b[n] and b̂[n] can be
obtained from gradient descendent search. The LMS update

the
BOA representation level
the
BOA quantization threshold

VDD
RD

VB

Therefore, only the threshold of one comparator is updated
at each moment.
1 update cycle The storage capacitors hold the thresholds
for the other comparators. In a flash ADC, one input of
each comparator is connected to the analog input, while the
other input is connected to the corresponding threshold. The
comparator array compares the analog input with the threshold
voltages simultaneously and produces comparison results in
the form of a thermometer code. Thus, a binary encoder
following the comparator array is needed for the ease of backend digital processing.

>>1
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D. Encoder Design
A Gray encoder is used because it is more compact and
faster than a summing encoder [8]. Since less pipelining
is required for multi-gigahertz operation, the Gray encoder
consumes less power than a summing encoder. There are three
Code
Code
Code
Code
Beforecal:
cal:+/‐
+/‐1.3
1.3LSB
LSB
Beforecal:
cal:44LSB
LSB
Before
Before
steps to encoding. First, the thermometer code is converted to
ADC Input Frequency
Aftercal:
cal:+/‐
+/‐0.04
0.04LSB
LSB
Aftercal:
cal:0.14
0.14LSB
LSB
After
After
(GHz)
a 1-of-N code. And then, the 1-of-N code is converted to a
(a)
(b)
(c)
Gray code to suppress bubble errors. The Gray code is finally Figure 16. Standalone ADC measurement results: (a) DNL and (b) INL
converted to binary code by XOR gates, for the purpose of characteristics before/after calibration, and (c) measured ENOB vs. input
frequency.
SAMSteam
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11 / / 26
26
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Sep.13.2012
further DSP processing in the subsequent blocks. In this chip,SAMS
15000
15
pipelined D flip-flops (DFFs) are used between adjacent logic
gates in the encoder to guarantee 4 Gb/s operation.
10000
10
V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
This section summarizes the measurement results of both
5
5000
the stand-alone ADC chip and the ADC-based receiver. A 4bit 4 GS/s ADC chip is fabricated in a 90 nm low power (LP)
0
0
0
5
10
15
10
15
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
CMOS technology with an active area of 0.33 mm2 and tested
ADC Code
Code (LSB)
(LSB)
UI
UI
ADC
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(LSB)
in a chip-on-board assembly. The chip’s micrograph is shown
(b)channel
output eye diagram and histogram for a 20-inch FR4
Figure 3: Measured ADC(a)
channel at
at 4-Gb/s
4-Gb/s when
when TX
TX aa
and ADC
FSR isoutput:
100mVppd.(a) eye diagram, and (b) histogram for
mplitude
in Fig. 15(a).
Figure
17.is 180mVppd
Measured
ADC
First, we ensure the standalone ADC performance is suffi- a 20-inch FR4 channel at 4 Gb/s when TX amplitude is 180 mVppd and
ADC FSR is 100 mVppd .
cient to support link operation. Since the ADC chip includes
an 8-bit DAC for variable-threshold and variable-resolution obtained by first extracting the converged equalizer coefficients
ADC configuration, we utilize it to configure the ADC’s with the ADC IC in a 4-bit uniform mode, followed by an offthreshold voltages for calibration. The measured DNL and INL line adaptive channel estimation and gradient search procedure
characteristics before and after calibration are shown in Fig. [12]. The ADC representation levels were then manually set
16(a) and (b), respectively. The DNL and INL are reduced in the lab. Figure 17 shows the post-ADC eye diagram and
from ±1.3 LSB and 4 LSB to ±0.04 LSB and 0.14 LSB, histogram of the ADC code at a 20-inch FR4 channel, with
respectively, after calibration, indicating the effectiveness of TX amplitude of 180 mVppd and a CUA FSR of 100 mVppd ,
the calibration process. Figure 16(c) illustrates that the ADC which indicate that the received eye is closed. In particular,
can achieve up to 3.4 bits of ENOB at near-Nyquist rate the channel loss at Nyquist rate is about −22 dB.
input frequency of 1.9375 GHz. The figure of merit (FOM)
Figure 18(a) compares the measured ENOB when the FSR
of the ADC is 1.42 pJ/conv.step at 4 GS/s excluding clock of the CUA is 100 mV . The FSR of the 4-bit CUA
ppd
buffers, which is comparable to the state-of-art using a similar was adjusted to achieve the best BER under the given TX
technology [8], [9].
amplitude and channel loss. The 3-bit BOA has the lowest
Figure 15(b) shows the block diagram of the link test set- ENOB. The ENOB difference between the 4-bit CUA and the
up, which mainly consists of a BER tester (BERT), channel 3-bit BOA is in the range of 1.37-bit to 1.08-bit, while the
board, ADC PCB board, and FPGA board. The BERT provides difference between the 3-bit CUA and the 3-bit BOA is in the
4 Gb/s synchronous data and clock, with the data passing
3 3
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Figure 18. ENOB and BER measurements: (a) ENOB vs. input frequency,
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Link tests were conducted at 4 Gb/s over a 20-inch channel
with 223 −1 PRBS data. The BOA’s representation levels were

and (b) BER vs. TX amplitude at 4 Gb/s when the FSR of the CUA is
100 mVppd .
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Figure 19. Measured BER vs. sampling phase using a 20-inch channel when
TX amplitude is 180 mVppd and the FSR of the CUA is 100 mVppd .
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Table I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF THE ADC-BASED RECEIVERS

ADC operating mode
Technology
Core die area
Supply voltage
Data rate
ADC [mW]
Power consumption
B/E digital [mW]
∗

3-bit BOA
4-bit uniform
90 nm LP CMOS (1P8M)
0.38 mm2
1.2 V for analog, 1.28 V for digital & clock
4 Gb/s
30.7
59.7
∗
∗
(30/∗∗ 17.7)
16.4

Digital back-end power estimated from synthesis in 90 nm LP CMOS,

∗∗

The power of the QL-UD unit is excluded.

Table II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-ART ADC-BASED RECEIVERS AND ANALOG RECEIVERS IN CMOS

Process
Sampling rate [GS/s]
Number of bits
BER@Channel
Channel loss
RX power [mW]
Efficiency [pJ/bit]
FOM2

This work
90 nm LP
4
3
< 10−12
−22 dB
60.7
∗
(15.2/∗∗ 12.1)
∗
(10.9/∗∗ 13.7)

ADC-based Receivers
[4]
[2]
[3]
65 nm
65 nm
65 nm
2.5
2.575
2.5
3
6
5
−7
−15
< 10
< 10
< 10−12
−17 dB −26 dB
3400
106
500
192
10.6
48.5
38.4
18.8
10.3
0.5568

[5]
65 nm
1.2875
8
N/A
N/A
1600
155.3
N/A

Analog Receivers
[25]
[26]
[27]
40 nm
40 nm
90 nm
5.1563
7.0125
3.125
N/A
N/A
N/A
−12
−15
< 10
< 10
< 10−15
∼ −28 dB
−26 dB
−15 dB
87
410
8.0
∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗
1.28
8.4
29.23
74.8
13.6
24.7

∗

Digital back-end power estimated from synthesis in 90 nm LP CMOS, ∗∗ The power of the QL-UD unit is excluded.
with both Tx and Rx, ∗∗∗∗ with both Tx and Rx and under the worst case PVT conditions.
loss
Note: FOM2 = DR(Gb/s) × 10 10 /Power(mW) [24], where DR stands for data rate.
∗∗∗

range of 0.74-bit to 0.48-bit. Figure 18(b) illustrates that the
BER achieved by the 3-bit BOA receiver is lower by a factor
of 109 and 1010 , as compared to the 4-bit and 3-bit CUA
receivers, respectively, at a TX amplitude of 180 mVppd . This
is in spite of the 3-bit BOA having a poorer ENOB than both
the 3-bit and 4-bit CUA. Furthermore, the 3-bit BOA requires
a 60 mVppd lower TX swing compared to a 4-bit CUA to
achieve BER < 10−12 . Thus, Fig. 18 indicates that ENOB is
not the best ADC design metric for serial links. The bathtub
curve in Fig. 19 shows that the 3-bit BOA can tolerate a peakto-peak jitter of about 43 ps (∼0.17 UI) at BER=10−12 with a
TX amplitude of 180 mVppd , while the 4-bit and 3-bit CUAs
are unable to achieve BER < 10−4 and 10−3 , respectively,
under identical conditions.
Table I summarizes the performance of the proposed BOA
receiver, and Table II compares this work against state-of-theart ADC-based receivers [2], [3], [4], [5] and analog receivers
[25], [26] in CMOS. The ADC IC consumes 59.7 mW in
4-bit CUA mode and 30.7 mW in 3-bit non-uniform mode
excluding the clock buffers. The clock buffers in our design
accept external clocks and have to drive a long interconnnect
before they reach the ADC comparators, as the ADC occupies
a small fraction (< 9%) of the die area. Furthermore, the
power consumption of the clock buffers for the ADC core
alone could not be measured because the power pins of the
clock buffers driving the interconnect and the ADC core are
shared. The power of the clock buffers driving the ADC core
alone, extracted from post-layout simulations, is about 10 mW

when the ADC operates at 4 GS/s, 4-bit CUA mode. The digital back-end power including all the functional blocks in the
FPGA was estimated to be 30 mW and 17.7 mW via synthesis
when including and excluding the QL-UD unit, respectively.
The energy efficiency of this receiver excluding the clock
buffers is 15.2 pJ/bit and 12.1 pJ/bit when including and
excluding the QL-UD unit, respectively.
The presented receiver achieves a BER of less than 10−12
with the lowest ADC resolution (3-bit non-uniform; Note: a 3bit CUA was not able to achieve BER < 10−3 under the same
conditions) at the highest ADC sampling rate (4 GS/s) while
achieving more than 2× higher energy efficiency compared
with [2], [3] and [5]. Taking channel loss into account,
our solution achieves higher (better) figure-of-merit FOM2
(proposed in [24]) than [2] and [3]. Implemented in a more
advanced technology and combining several low power circuit
techniques, [4] achieves a better energy efficiency than this
work. However, [4] only showed measured BER of 10−7
although an extrapolated BER of 10−15 was reported. A 2.3bit (5 comparators) BOA is sufficient if the target BER is
relaxed from 10−12 to 10−7 based on simulations, which
translates to about 2/7 power savings in the ADC. As a result,
the efficiency is improved to 13.0 pJ/bit from 15.2 pJ/bit.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the power consumption
of a flash ADC is mostly determined by its sampling rate
and the process technology. Compared to [4], our ADC has
higher sampling rate (4 GS/s vs. 2.5 GS/s in [4]) while being
implemented in a slower technology (90 nm LP vs. 65 nm in
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[4]). Therefore, it is expected that our solution will achieve
comparable or better energy efficiency if the sampling rate
and process technology were identical. On the other hand,
Table II shows that energy efficiency and FOM2 of ADCbased receivers need to be further improved compared with
analog receivers [25], [26], [27].
A key outcome of this work is the demonstration of
information-based metric benefits, such as the BER, in reducing the ADC precision requirements, and the identification
of conditions that maximize the BER improvement offered
by a BOA receiver over a CUA receiver under the same
condition. Although we demonstrate BOA concept via a flash
ADC, BOA is applicable to different ADC architectures in
principle, because BOA adjusts the ADC thresholds but does
not change the ADC architecture. However, the power savings
when designing BOA using other ADC architectures will not
be as great as with flash ADCs. In particular, for flash ADC
every bit decrease in resolution almost halves the size of the
ADC core circuitry and the power. In contrast, for a SAR,
pipelined, or sigma-delta ADC, the die size and power will
decrease linearly with a decrease in resolution.
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A PPENDIX
In this Appendix, we derive (7).
In an ADC-ML receiver, the BER of a log2 (N +1)-bit BOA
is given by:
N
X
peo (SN R, Bo ) =
peo,k ,
(8)
k=1

where peo,k is the BER contribution from the k th µtransition. Specifically, peo,k includes the BER contribu+
+
+
tion from all the peaks N (x;
 µl , σn ) with lµl ∈ µ
−
−
−
N (x; µl , σn ) with µl ∈ µ to the interval [to,k , to,k ) and
the BER contribution from all the peaks N (x; µ−
l , σn ) with
+
+
−
+
µ−
∈
µ
N
(x;
µ
,
σ
)
with
µ
∈
µ
to
the
interval
n
l
l
l
[to,k , tro,k ) if the memoryless ML decision for the interval
[tlo,k , to,k ) is −1 (+1), where tlo,k and tro,k are defined as
follows,

if 1 ≤ k < N
.
if k = m

+∞,

Note: if the decision for the interval [tlo,k , to,k ) is +1 (or −1)
then the decision for the interval [to,k , tro,k ) is −1 (or +1). At
high SNR, this contribution is well-approximated by:
 ∗ 
do,k
−(L−1)
peo,k ≈ 2
Q
,
(9)
σn
where d∗o,k (see Definition 5) is the minimum distance of the
k th BOA threshold to the nearest noise-free channel output µ.
Substituting (9) into (8), employing the high SNR approx−y 2
imation for the Q-function (Q(y) ≈ y√12π e 2 , for y > 0),
max(ak )
P
and the approximation eak ≈ e k
, we get:
k

peo (SN R, Bo ) =

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the benefits of BOA for serial links.
First, we discuss conditions that maximize BER improvement
by a BOA receiver over a CUA receiver, and propose two
channel-dependent parameters to quantify these conditions.
Furthermore, a 4 Gb/s BOA receiver, which employs the true
system BER to adjust the ADC representation levels and a
linear equalizer, was implemented in 90 nm LP CMOS to
demonstrate that a 3-bit BOA needs a lower SNR than a 4-bit
CUA at a BER < 10−12 . This study verifies that the use of
information-based metric (BER) to design ADC in serial links
enables about 50 % power savings in the ADC while achieving
even better BER performance compared with a CUA receiver.
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e 2
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Similarly, the BER of a log2 (M + 1)-bit CUA receiver is
given by:
M
+1
X
peu,k ,
(11)
peu (SN R, Bu ) =
k=1

where peu,k denotes the BER contributed by the k th
interval Iu,k . Specifically, peu,k includes BER contribu+
+
+
tion from all the peaks N (x;
 µl , σn ) with µl ∈ µ
−
−
−
N (x; µl , σn ) with µl ∈ µ
to the interval Iu,k if the
memoryless ML decision for the interval Iu,k is −1 (+1).
At high SNR, this contribution is well-approximated by:
 ∗ 
du,k
peu,k ≈ 2−L Q
,
(12)
σn
where d∗u,k (see Definition 7) is the minimum distance of the
k th dominant noise-free output µ∗k from the boundaries of the
interval Iu,k .
Substituting (12) into (11), employing the high SNR
P approximation for the Q-function, the approximation eak ≈
k
max(ak )

e k
, and the relationship Q(y) = 1 − Q(−y) for y < 0,
we get:
peu (SN R, Bu )
 ∗ 
M
+1
M
+1 
X
X
du,k
−L
=
peu,k ≈
2 Q
σn
k=1
k=1


du,min
≈ 2−L Q
σn
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√
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− 21
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if du,min > 0
2 

, if du,min < 0 .

if du,min = 0
(13)
Therefore, from (10) and (13), we obtain:
BERR(SN R, Bu , Bo )
peu (SN R, Bu )
=
p (SN R, Bo )
 eo
2
d2
o,min −du,min


2
2σn
 do,min e
,
if du,min > 0


 2du,min d2
2
o,min −du,min
2
≈ do,min e
2σn
(1 + χ) , if du,min < 0 , (14)

2du,min


2
d
p

 π do,min o,min
2
2σn
,
if du,min = 0
8 σn e

do,min

d2
√
u,min
2πdu,min
2
2σn
e
σn

. Note: do,min ≥ du,min and
max(ak )
P
≥ 0. Applying the approximation eak ≈ e k

where χ =

k

to the case when du,min < 0, (14) can be further simplified
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